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According to FEMA, heart disease caused 45% of the deaths that occurred 
among U.S. firefighters while they were on duty from 1994 to 2004. While Utah 
experienced only 1 any firefighter LODD from heart attack during that period, at 
least  8 firefighters have died on-duty from heart ailments since records have 
been kept. This cause ties with wildland fire deaths as the #1 killer of Utah 
firefighters.  
 
Evidence has mounted over the years to show that the stress and adverse 
environmental factors on firefighters can cause long term heart damage  and so it 
is no surprise that even after the adrenalin of an emergency call has worn off, the 
likelihood of a heart attack remains high.  
 
Andrew Thorstrom, Salt Lake City firefighter, was the first known heart attack 
LODD in Utah. He was  a 14 year SLCFD  veteran and Captain at the State 
Fairgrounds Station. On April 30th 1929, he got up, ate breakfast as usual, 
complained of chest pain and died twenty minutes later leaving a widow and 5 
young children.  
 
Another SLC firefighter Harland Theobald was the next victim  of cardiac death in 
1942 followed two years later by Alva Johnson from SLC Station 4. It has been 
passed along by more than one firefighter and the current owner of old station 4 
that although dead, Johnson may not yet be at rest. Several people over the 
years have reported seeing Johnsonʼs ghostly apparition in the kitchen and out in 
the engine bay. Johnson  also left a family. He was such a dedicated member of 
the department that he lived in the house right next door to the station. Even in 
death he couldnʼt make it back home.  
 
More frightening than a ghost is the prospect of dying from heart attack at 
emergency scenes. South Salt Lake Asst. Chief William Plant collapsed at a 
house fire in 1953 and died a short time later. Floyd Gordon of Tooele FD 
dropped dead at a lumberyard fire in 1964. Salt Lake Countyʼs Thomas Swenson 
fell dead in 1966 at a grass fire that his son was also fighting. Duschesne Co. 
firefighter Norman Ray  fell on another wildland fire in 1996. 
 
Nationally, more than 60% of heart attack deaths occurred on emergency calls.  
Although one would almost expect that a higher percentage of  cardiac death 
would occur on the emergency scene this has not been the case in Utah where 
75% occurred at the station, the last being J. Robert Spence, another SLCFD 
veteran, who passed away in 1967.  
 
More recently Chief Phillip Whitney and Chief Craig Starr died of heart attacks. 



Whitney died after his shift and Starr died  while on an EMS call. 
 
It is well known that by and large, cardiac death is preventable in many cases, 
and yet it remains the biggest killer of firefighters who have 100 times more 
likelihood to die than non-emergency workers according to a Harvard University 
study. The National Volunteer Fire Council the US Fire Administration and a 
group of other organizations intend to change that. The council mailed out heart 
health information in July to all of the nation's 30,000 fire departments and issued 
a fitness challenge online. This followed a June alert from the National Institute 
for Occupational Safety and Health urging fire departments to develop fitness 
programs and follow medical screening guidelines. 
 
Letʼs set a Utah goal right now: No more cardiac line-of-duty-deaths for 
firefighters.  Go to http://www.healthy-firefighter.org/ to find out how.  
 


